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Abstract
We answer some questions on trigonal non-Gorenstein curves mainly equipped with a positive Maroni g13 , such as the number
of non-Gorenstein points, the kind of such singularities, possible canonical models, uniqueness and number of base points of such
linear systems, and the amplitude of the Maroni invariant.
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0. Introduction
Trigonal curves have been studied by many authors in the nonsingular case. In the last decade this notion was
extended for Gorenstein curves. For instance, the existence of trigonal curves with zeroMaroni invariant is something
which arose from this approach since they must be singular (cf. [14,13]).
The problem of dealing with this subject in the non-Gorenstein case is that such curves do not admit a canonical
embedding. And so, at first glance, a non-Gorenstein curve does not even have a canonical model. A way to generalize
this latter concept is the following: let C be a curve which is integral and complete over an algebraically closed field.
If C is non-Gorenstein then its dualizing sheaf ωC does not induce a morphism in C since it is not invertible. But we
can look to the morphism C˜ −→ Pg−1 induced by the inverse image of ωC in the normalization C˜ where g is the
arithmetic genus of C . Let us call C ′ the image of this morphism. M. Rosenlicht proved in ([12] Theorem 17) that
there is a morphism C ′ −→ C factoring the projection C˜ −→ C . This useful property led some authors, (cf. [1])
for instance, to call C ′ the canonical model of C since, from what was proved by M. Rosenlicht, C ′ agrees with the
canonical embedding of C if this is Gorenstein. We adopt here this same definition, i.e., C ′ is the canonical model of a
possibly non-Gorenstein curve C and we study the latter via of the former. In this sense, this work can be considered
as the positive version of [11], where the same technique was used to answer similar questions in the zero Maroni
case, though here we have more possibilities to analyze.
Another crucial problem to consider is the notion of gonality itself. We opted to first formalize the main definitions
used here to be commented on in the sequel.
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Definitions. A divisor of C is a coherent fractional ideal sheaf a. The degree of a divisor is deg a = χ(a) − χ(OC )
where χ is the Euler characteristic function and OC the structure sheaf. A linear system in C is a set of the form
L = L(a, V ) := {x−1a | x ∈ V \ 0} where V is a vector subspace of H0(C, a). The degree and the dimension of L
are defined respectively by d := deg a and n := dim V − 1. The notation gnd means “linear system of degree d and
dimension n”. The gonality of C is the smallest d such that the curve admits a g1d .
Such a definition allows us to deal with divisors of a g13 which are not Cartier (not locally principal) (cf. [14]).
Moreover, with this approach, divisors of a base point free linear system are invertible and hence this theory agrees
with the known one in such a case. On the other hand, there will appear here non-removable base points of a linear
system, a notion which was introduced by Coppens in [7]. For instance, a curve carrying a g12 (in the definition we
adopt) with a non-removable base point is called basic hyperelliptic (cf. [11]). So a 2-gonal curve is not necessarily
hyperelliptic.
At the end of [14], the authors studied some non-Gorenstein examples (cf. Examples 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3) to show
that some hypothesis there could not be weakened. The present article starts precisely there: we will see that these
examples are not so special as they seemed.
Finally, there is one more thing to take care of here. The Maroni constant itself cannot be taken to be a curve’s
invariant. Indeed, a g13 on a trigonal curve C of genus g gives a way to embed the canonical model C
′ in the scroll
Smn of Pg−1 and this constant m, which is precisely the Maroni number, is only an invariant of the g13 . It is also an
invariant of the curve if the latter does not admit another g13 . If C is Gorenstein and g ≥ 5 uniqueness holds, although
we guarantee this fact here only for some cases.
To deal with the problems mentioned above we define a new invariant of the g13 , that is, the degree l of the “plane”
equation for C ′ in Smn , which we called the canonical degree of the g13 . In the Gorenstein case, if the genus of the
curve is greater than or equal to 5, it is an invariant of the curve and it can be 3 if the Maroni invariant is positive and 1
or 2 otherwise. So our analysis here will concern the input (l,m, n) of a given g13 just imposing, in most of the cases,
that the second is positive. The general results we get can be summarized in the statements below.
Theorem. Let C be a trigonal non-Gorenstein curve of genus g. For every g13 with positive Maroni invariant m and
canonical degree l on C we have that l ≤ 3 together with the following conditions:
(i) If l = 1 then the singular points of C are non-Gorenstein. The curve C has either two trivial non-Gorenstein
points or a unique one which is never almost Gorenstein. In both cases the non-Gorenstein points are (non-
removable) base points of the g13 .
(ii) If l = 2, then C is necessarily almost Gorenstein with only one non-Gorenstein point, which is also a (non-
removable) base point of the g13 .
(iii) If l = 3 then C is almost Gorenstein if and only if it is Kunz. The g13 is base point free and, in particular, m is
greater or equal to (g − 3)/3.
In particular, C cannot carry simultaneously two positive Maroni g13’s with canonical degrees 1 and 2. Setting g
′ to
be the genus of C ′ we also have: if g′ ≥ 2 then there are no g13’s on C with more than one base point and, finally, if
C has geometric genus g˜ ≥ 3 and g′ ≥ 5 then C admits a unique g13 .
The terms almost Gorenstein and Kunz, which appear above, were firstly introduced, respectively, in [2,5], as being
properties of local one-dimensional rings which, if non-Gorenstein, behave moderately well. So we naturally extend
this concept to curves considering the local rings of their points. On the other hand, the expression trivial point is ours
and stands for “a point whose maximal ideal agrees with the conductor of its local ring”.
We close the paper by studying two special cases. We characterize case (i) of the above theorem in the monomial
case (cf. Proposition 3.1) and we finish this work by just noticing, after a not so exhaustive case-by-case analysis, that
among non-Gorenstein curves of genus 4 we cannot find any of gonality 4 (cf. Theorem 4.1).
1. Preliminaries
For preliminaries on this work the reader should look at [11]. We adopt here the same definitions and almost the
same notation. The few exceptions we describe in the sequel.
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We opted to use here “free” instead of “spanned” (cf. [11] pg. 456) for linear systems whose divisors (sheaves) are
generated by global sections. Consequently, we replace “Lsp.” by “L f r.” in a natural way. This terminology is more
common in the literature. And, for simplicity, we just use here “( . )” (instead of “div( . )”) for divisors of functions
and differentials. We also use the symbol “〈 . 〉” (instead of “( . )”) to denote generation in a vector space.
Besides, differently from [11], we deal here with semigroup of values of possibly multibranch singularities. So the
notation concerning this subject should be restated. Let us do so.
For each point P of a curve C let vP : K (C)∗ −→ Zs be defined as
vP (.) := (vP˜1(.), . . . , vP˜s (.)) ∈ Zs
where the P˜i ’s are the points of C˜ which are over P .
We denote and define the semigroup of values of a point P ∈ C as SP := vP (OP ). We also denote CP := vP (cP ).
We will regard Zs partially ordered comparing coordinate to coordinate of given two vectors of it. So we can feature
two elements of SP :
α := min(SP \ {0}) and β := min(CP ).
In this sense, in order to calculate relative dimensions, it is important to consider, for a given set E ofNs , the following
subset of it defined as E• := {a ∈ E | a ≤ β}.
Given an element a and a subset E of Zs one defines∆E (a) := {b ∈ E : bi = ai for some i, and b j > a j if j 6= i}.
One also defines
γ := β − (1, . . . , 1)
which is known in the literature as the Frobenius vector of SP and
KP := {a ∈ Zs : ∆SP (γ − a) = ∅},
which will play a central role later.
We say a nonempty subset A of Zs is a corner (centered at a) if a = min(A) and a ≤ b ≤ c ∈ A implies b ∈ A.
2. General results
A curve is called trigonal if it has gonality 3. We begin observing that a trigonal curve has genus at least 3. In fact,
if it is Gorenstein this is a very know result; if not, this easily follows from ([9] Appendix or [11] Theorem 2.1). The
first important result for trigonal curves is stated below. It establishes a relation between a g13 of a trigonal curve and
its canonical linear system. Besides, we also introduce the Maroni invariant which will be our subject from now on.
Theorem 2.1. Let a be a divisor of a g13 of a trigonal curve C of genus g and x ∈ H0(C, a) \ k. Then there exists a
pair of integers n ≥ m ≥ 0 with m + n = g − 2 such that
H0(C, ω) = 〈1, x, . . . , xn, y, xy, . . . , xm y〉
for some canonical divisor ω and some y ∈ H0(C, ω). The constant m (and hence n) only depends on the linear
system and is called the Maroni invariant of the g13 .
Proof (Cf. [14] Theorem 2.1). 
From ([14] Theorem 2.5) we have lower and upper bounds for the Maroni invariant in terms of the genus if the g13
is base point free. We can slightly modify the proof of this fact to have a little bit sharper condition, which is stated
below. The result may sound rather formal (and it is!) when the g13 has a base point but it illustrates, in such a case,
the way the Maroni invariant can eventually fail to fulfill the amplitude stated in [14].
Theorem 2.2. Let m and n be, as above, invariants of a g13 of a trigonal curve. Then
g − 4
3
− ε ≤ m ≤ g − 2
2
where ε := n − deg a n3 .
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Proof. Let L = |a| where a = O〈1, x〉 be the g13 and let ω be as in the preceding theorem. Since an =O〈1, x, . . . , xn〉 ≤ ω we have deg an ≤ 2g − 2. So it suffices to write deg an = 3n − (3n − deg an). 
Now we will give another approach to Theorem 2.1. In order to do so, we refer the reader to ([17] Section 1) where
are fixed some notation we will use here. From a geometric point of view, the theorem gives a way to embed the
canonical model C ′ in the scroll Smn possibly degenerated, i.e., a cone if m is zero. We have that C ′ can be described
in Smn by an equation of the form
cl(x)yl + · · · + c1(x)y + c0(x) = 0 cl(x) 6= 0.
The number l is of course another invariant of the g13 and we will call it the canonical degree of the pencil. In the
sequel, by means of the analysis of this new parameter, we will answer the questions announced in the abstract of this
article. It will be clear that Examples 4.1 and 4.2 of [14] are not so special as they seemed.
To state the next result we shall denote by {ei }1≤i≤s the standard Z-basis of Zs .
Theorem 2.3. Let C be a trigonal non-Gorenstein curve of genus g carrying a g13 with positive Maroni invariant m
and canonical degree l. Then l ≤ 3 and we also have that
(i) If l = 1 then the singular points of C are non-Gorenstein. The curve C has either two trivial non-Gorenstein
points or a unique one, say P, which is never almost Gorenstein and such that SP \ ({0} ∪CP ) is a corner which
does not intercept {β − 2ei }si=1.
(ii) If l = 2, then C is necessarily almost Gorenstein with only one non-Gorenstein point.
(iii) If l = 3 then C is almost Gorenstein if and only if it is Kunz and, besides, m is greater or equal to (g − 3)/3.
In particular, C cannot carry simultaneously two positive Maroni g13’s with canonical degrees 1 and 2.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 C ′ lies in the scroll Smn ⊂ Pg−1. According to ([11] Lemma 3.3) we have that the degree of
C ′ in Pg−1 is 2g − 2− η, then if C ′ plays the role of C in ([17] formula at the end of pg. 66), i.e., setting pa(C) = g′
and deg(C) = 2g − 2− η in the mentioned formula, we are led to





l + (2g − η − 3)
)
, (1)
where g′ is the genus of C ′. Since the second part of the product in the right hand side of the above equation is a
linear function for l with root (4g − 2η − 6)/(g − 2) ≤ (4g − 8)/(g − 2) = 4 and g′ must be greater or equal to
zero, it follows that l ≤ 4 because this linear function decreases as l grows. If l = 4 we have η = 1 and g′ = 0. But
η = 1 implies C has a unique non-Gorenstein point P with ηP = 1 and this implies µP = 1 (cf. [5] Proposition 21).
Therefore g − g′ = 1+ 1 = 2 and, since g′ = 0, it follows that g = 2 which is a contradiction and the first statement
of the theorem is proved. The same equation for g′ above leads us to the relations g − g′ = 2η and g − g′ = η + 1
for respectively the cases l = 3 and l = 2 and so, by ([11] Theorem 1.4(ii)), we are done for (ii) and also done for the
first assertion of (iii). In order to carry out this item it suffices to set l = 3 in the formula dec(C) = dl − nl of ([17]
pg. 66) and we get m = g−33 + d3+η−13 .
Now let us suppose l = 1. Eq. (1) on which we based our arguments is almost useless in such a case. The only
thing it tells us is that g′ = 0, i.e., C ′ is P1. In particular, C ′ is nonsingular and, from ([11] Theorem 1.4(i)), the
singular points of C are non-Gorenstein. So set L = |a| where a = OC 〈1, x〉 to be the g13 of C with m > 0. We
first claim that, whatever l is, degC ′(OC ′〈1, x〉) = l. In fact, consider the inclusion C ′ ⊂ Smn given by this rational
function x in terms of Theorem 2.1. According to the notation of ([17] Section 1), we have that OC ′〈1, x〉 agrees with
the intersection divisor C ′.L∞ and that the linear system |OC ′〈1, x〉| is nothing but the g1l cut out by the intersection
of C ′ with the ruling {Lc : c ∈ k ∪ {∞}} of Smn , which proves the claim. Hence, if l = 1 then |OP1〈1, x〉| is the
(unique) g11 of P
1. So we may suppose, without loss of generality, that x is the identity function of P1 = k ∪ {∞} and
we may certainly suppose that the singular (non-Gorenstein) points of C do not lie under ∞. Then a is an effective
divisor which vanishes (its stalk is the local ring) at nonsingular points different from ∞, and such that deg∞ a = 1
and it can be easily verified that its degree on each singularity is 1 (if the point is trivial non-Gorenstein) or greater
otherwise.
Since deg(a) = 3, C has either two trivial non-Gorenstein points or a unique one, say P , such that degP a = 2.
Since C ′ is P1 the canonical model totally desingularizes the point P and we have in particular that vP (O′P ) = Ns .
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Now there is a ∈ SP such that 0 < a < β if P is non-trivial. If ai ∈ N∗ is a component of a for which ai < βi
holds, we have that b := γ − aiei 6∈ KP . Since vP (ωP ) = KP for any P-normalized canonical divisor it follows that
dim(O′P/ωP ) ≥ 2 because b and, for instance, β − ei do not belong to KP (cf. [3] Proposition 2.11). This is enough
to conclude that P cannot be almost Gorenstein.
The remaining assertion concerns the semigroup of this P above. For it we haveO′P = ωn0P for some P-normalized
ω and n0 >> 0 (cf. [8] Section 3). Therefore vP (O′P ) = n0KP and then, since vP (O′P ) = Ns , we must have ei ∈ KP
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ s, implying that the β − 2ei ’s cannot belong to SP . For every a ∈ SP we have that each a + ei is in
vP (aP ) and so SP \ ({0} ∪ cP ) must be a corner by ([3] Proposition 2.11) again since degP a = 2. 
There are several questions which naturally arise from the above theorem, of which we select some: (1) is there a
lower bound in terms of the genus for the Maroni invariant in cases l = 1 or 2?; (2) does there exist a curve carrying
two positive Maroni g13’s with different canonical degrees?; (3) can we find a non-almost Gorenstein trigonal curve
carrying a g13 with m > 0 and l = 3?; (4) is there a curve with more than one non-Gorenstein point in the latter case?
and (5) could we have a converse of what was stated in the theorem about the case l = 1?
In the next section we will give simple examples which answer almost all of these questions, when we will work
with rational curves. By now, we can at least answer part of the first one. Let us suppose we are in case l = 2. The
equation deg(C) = dl − nl leads us to m = d2+η2 − 1, which does not depend on the genus, and we can construct
trigonal non-Gorenstein curves with any genus carrying a g13 with l = 2 and m = 1. For instance, if we start on S1,g−3
with the curve y2 − x2g−5 = 0 and replace a nonsingular point of it which is totally ramified with respect to the g12
by a non-Gorenstein point with singularity degree 2, the curve obtained is trigonal (cf. [14] Example 4.2) with genus
g and m = 1.
Definition 2.4. Let C1 −→ C be a birational morphism between curves and L := L(a, V ) be a linear system on C .
We define the linear system on C1 induced by L as being L(OC1〈V 〉, V ).
Now we are able to prove the last piece of the Theorem stated in the Introduction.
Theorem 2.5. Let C be a trigonal non-Gorenstein curve with geometric genus g˜ whose canonical model C ′ has genus
g′. If L is a g13 of C with canonical degree l we have
(i) L is base point free if and only if l = 3.
(ii) If l ≤ 2 then every non-Gorenstein point of C is a (non-removable) base point of L.
(iii) If g˜ ≥ 3 and g′ ≥ 5 then C carries a unique g13 .
Proof. From [11] we already know that if L is zero Maroni then C has a unique non-Gorenstein point which is also a
base point of L. Moreover, l ≤ 2 in such a case. So we may suppose L positive Maroni for the first two items.
Denoting by L˜ and L′, respectively, the pencils induced by L on the nonsingular model C˜ and on the canonical
model C ′, we have the following:
degC˜ (L˜ f r ) = degC˜ (L˜) = degC ′(L′) = l
≤ 3 = degC (L) = degC (L f r ).
The second equality is gotten by taking the projection onto C ′. In fact L′ is base point free (it is cut out by lines of
the scroll which do not intersect each other) and Theorem 2.3 guarantees the sole inequality of the sequence. On the
other hand, from ([6] Theorem 2.2), L f r (which equals L) is base point free if and only if degC˜ (L˜ f r ) = degC (L f r )
and thus (i) is proved.
Then, if l ≤ 2 we have that L has base points. We claim that none of them are Gorenstein. Indeed, take L := |a|
where a = OC 〈1, x〉. Considering the morphism C ′ −→ C from an intrinsic point of view, i.e., O ⊂ O′, we see from
([11] Theorem 1.4(i)) that OP = O′P when P is Gorenstein. Then the Gorenstein points P of C can be viewed as
points P ′ of C ′ and, in particular, we have OC,P + x OC,P = OC ′,P ′ + x OC ′,P ′ which implies that P is a base point
of L if and only if P ′ is a base point of L′. But L′, as said above, has no base points and this proves our claim. Now
we will prove that the non-Gorenstein points of C are base points of L. If C has only one non-Gorenstein point, then
we are done since L has base points and the Gorenstein ones cannot be so. But from Theorem 2.3 the only case when
C has more than one non-Gorenstein point occurs if l = 1 and C has two trivial non-Gorenstein points. Then, from
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the proof of this theorem, we see that the stalks of OC 〈1, x〉 at them are not principal and this suffices (cf. [14] pg.
190, paragraph 3) to verify that both are base points of L. This proves item (ii).
For the remaining item we first claim that if two g13’s of C induce the same linear system on C
′ they must coincide.
In order to prove the claim we prove first that a′ := OC ′〈V 〉, with V := H0(C, a), satisfies h0(C ′, a′) = 2. In fact,
h0(C ′, a′) ≥ 2 since H0(C, a) ⊂ H0(C ′, a′). On the other hand, deg a′ = l ≤ 3 and then, since (in particular) g′ ≥ 2,
it follows from Riemann–Roch that either h1(C ′, a′) = 0 and then deg a′ = 3 and h0(C ′, a′) = 2 is the unique
possibility and we are done, or h1(C ′, a′) ≥ 1. In this case h0(C ′, a′) ≤ 2 by the Clifford theorem for singular curves
(cf. [9] Appendix). So we conclude also that H0(C, a) = H0(C ′, a′). Therefore if |b|, with b ≥ O, is another g13 of
C whose induced linear system |b′| in C ′ agrees with L′, then H0(C, b) = H0(C ′, b′) = z−1H0(C ′, a′) for some
z ∈ H0(C ′, a′) = H0(C, a). This yields b = z−1a which is an element of |a|. This proves the claim.
Now every zero Maroni g13 of C induce in C
′ a pencil of degree at most 2. This implies that if C ′ is trigonal then
C carries a positive Maroni g13 and hence C
′ can lie in a scroll and, in particular, it is Gorenstein. Since trigonal
Gorenstein curves of genus greater or equal to 5 carry a unique g13 (cf. [14] Theorem 3.5) we are done if C
′ is trigonal.
If not, then gon(C ′) = 2 and C ′ cannot be non-Gorenstein since (in particular) g˜ ≥ 1. Hence it is a hyperelliptic
curve with (in particular) g′ ≥ 2 and carries a unique g12 which is base point free (cf. [16] Theorem 2.1). Therefore
C cannot admit a g13 which induces another one in C
′. If so, such a g13 on C must be base point free by (i) and hence
it induces a base point free pencil of degree 3 in C˜ . But this contradicts Castelnuovo’s Inequality (cf. [15] Theorem
III.10.3): a nonsingular hyperelliptic curve (which is the case of C˜ since C ′ is so) of genus greater or equal to 3 cannot
be equipped with any base point free g13 . And we are done. 
From item (i) of the above result we can see that the inequality m ≥ g−33 when l = 3 now naturally follows from
([14] Theorem 2.5) and this is the reason why we used “in particular” in the Theorem announced in the Introduction.
We can also get another consequence of this item which simplifies ([11] Proposition 3.9):
Corollary 2.6. Every g13 of a non-Gorenstein trigonal curve whose canonical model has genus greater or equal
than 2 admits at most one base point.
Proof. If not, by ([11] Proposition 3.9) the g13 must induce inC
′ a pencil of degree at least 3. But if so, by the preceding
theorem, the g13 is base point free. 
3. Rational curves
The study of gonality of singular curves is naturally related with the theory of semigroup of values. In fact degrees
of divisors at singularities are determined by these local invariants. In this section we assume the curves are unibranch,
i.e., their points always lie under a unique nonsingular point. Then the semigroups we deal with are always numerical.
This helps us on our main task in this section: to answer questions (1)–(5) proposed after Theorem 2.3.
To begin with our aim, we define a point P of a unibranch curve to be monomial provided that OP =
k⊕ ktn1 ⊕· · ·⊕ ktnr ⊕ cP for some positive integers n1 < · · · < nr and a local parameter t of the unique nonsingular
point over P . Similarly, we say a unibranch curve is locally monomial if all of its points are monomial. Under this
hypothesis, we can guarantee a converse of Theorem 2.3(i) which is stated below in a little bit stronger form.
Proposition 3.1. A locally monomial curve C of genus g is trigonal carrying a g13 with m > 0 and l = 1 if and only
if there are integers n ≥ m > 0 with m + n = g − 2 such that either C has two trivial points with conductors n + 2
and m+ 2 or there is a point P ∈ C such that SP = {0, n+ 2, n+ 3, . . . , n+µ,m+ n+µ+ 2,→} for some integer
µ satisfying 2 ≤ µ ≤ n − m + 2.
Proof. Let us first suppose C is trigonal, equipped with a g13 with m > 0 and l = 1. Since C must be non-Gorenstein,
by the proof of Theorem 2.3(i) we have that C ′ is P1 and Csing consists of either two trivial points P1 and P2 with
conductors, say respectively, β1 and β2 or a unique one, say P , such that degP (OC 〈1, x〉) = 2 where x is the identity
function of P1 = k ∪ {∞}.
Without loss of generality we may assume that 0 and∞ map to P1 and P2, respectively. It is easily checked that if
we set λ := dx/xβ1 and ν := dx−1/x−β2 then
Ω(C,OC ) = 〈λ, xλ, . . . , xβ1−2λ, x−β2+2ν, . . . , x−1ν, ν〉
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and supposing β1 ≥ β2 and setting ωC := (λ) and y := xβ1 it is clear, by Theorem 2.1 and the fact that
Ω(C,OC ) = H0(C, ωC )λ, that β1 = n + 2 and β2 = m + 2.
For the second case let us suppose P lies under 0. IfOC 〈1, x〉 has degree 2 at P then the semigroup of such a point
must be of the form
SP = {0, α, α + 1, . . . , α + q, β,→}
with g = δP = (α − 1)+ (β − α − q − 1) = β − q − 2.
Since O′P = OP1,0 (and hence 1 ∈ KP ) we must have α + q ≤ β − 3. Moreover, we have that
KP = {0, 1, . . . , β − α − q − 2, β − α, β − α + 1, . . . , β − 2, β,→}
but, omitting β, this gives a set of orders of (β − α − q − 1) + (α − 1) = β − q − 2 = g (linearly independent)
functions in H0(C, ω) if ω is P-normalized. Since they are divided within two blocks (together with the fact that
canonical divisors differ by rational functions and also that v0(x) = 1) there is no other choice for m (resp. n) but the
length of the smallest (resp. largest) one minus 1, i.e., m = β − α− q − 2 and n = α− 2. Setting µ := q + 2 and just
noticing that, by the construction of SP , we must have 2α ≥ β (yielding the desired upper bound for µ) we are done.
For the converse we just observe that C ′ = P1 since m + n = g + 2 and 1 ∈ KP , KP1 and KP2 , where P1 and
P2 are the trivial points of our hypothesis. Then we pick up the pencil |OC 〈1, x〉| which is a g13 because C is locally
monomial. Since C cannot admit a g12 (cf. [11] Theorem 2.1) it is thereby trigonal and the canonical degree of this g
1
3
is naturally 1. Then we repeat the same steps above to conclude that m is the Maroni invariant of the pencil. 
There are three things we want to point out relative to the above result and its proof. Firstly, the reader should note
that given a genus g we are able to choose m and n arbitrarily by just imposing the relation m + n = g − 2; therefore
we do not have a general lower bound for m in terms of g if l = 1 which answers questions (1) after Theorem 2.3
for this case. Besides, the constant µ which appears above is precisely that characterizing almost Gorenstein points;
indeed dim(O′P/ωP ) = dim(OP/cP ) = |SP |− |cP | = 1+ (µ− 1) = µ and it becomes clear that P cannot be almost
Gorenstein because µ ≥ 2. Finally, it is important to say that we tried to give a proof of the proposition only within
the “unibranch” hypothesis, which is the most we could; we imposed the curve to be “monomial” only once and one
can find hereunder an example that shows that this was necessary.
Example 3.2. Let us consider the affine curve C0 = Spec k[x4, x5+ x7, x10, x11] and let us define C to be its closure
in P4. Then C is a unibranch curve of genus 5 with the origin P satisfying SP = {0, 4, 5, 8,→}. The hypothesis
of Proposition 3.1 “holds” taking m = 1, n = 2 and µ = 3. On the other hand, if C admits a g13 with l = 1 it
must be of the form |a| with a = OC 〈1, x〉; but one naturally adds to vP (aP ) the integers 1, 6 and also 7 writing
x7 = (x5 + x7) + x(−x4). Therefore degP a = 3 and since deg∞ a = 1 we have that deg(a) = 4 and it is clear that
C cannot be equipped with a g13 with l = 1.
Example 3.3. We now give a simple, though very interesting, example which serves for questions (2) and (4) proposed
in the preceding section. It already appeared in [11] but here we develop it a little more. Let C be the curve obtained
from P1, which will be its canonical model, replacing 0 and ∞ respectively by the points P0 and P∞ such that
OP0 = k⊕m03 andOP∞ = k⊕m∞3. This curve has genus 4 and can be realized in P4 as C = Proj k[u8, t3u5, t4u4,
t5u3, t8]. Let x be the identity rational function at finite distance (x = t/u for instance). We have thatL1 := |OC 〈1, x〉|
is a g13 on C with l = 1 and L3 := |OC 〈1, x3〉| is a g13 on C with l = 3 and therefore the mentioned questions are
answered. If we set ω := (dx/x3) we have H0(C, ω) = 〈1, x, x3, x4〉 and taking y = x3 we are led to the form of
Theorem 2.1. This gives the inclusion of C ′ in S11 ⊂ P3 where the relation y = x3 is precisely the plane equation for
C ′ in the scroll. It can be written as y − x3 = 0 for l = 1 or one can exchange the roles of x and y in order to obtain a
form for l = 3. Imagining C ′ on the xy-plane, we can see L′1 (resp. L′3) as the g11 (resp. g13) cut out on C ′ by vertical
(resp. horizontal) lines.
Example 3.4. The missing promised example is the one of a non-almost Gorenstein trigonal curve carrying a g13 with
l = 3. So consider the affine curve C0 = Spec k[x3, x6, . . . , x3r , x3r+1] for an integer r ≥ 2 and let us take C to
be its closure on Pr+1. The curve is rational with a unique singularity, say P , such that µP = r and hence it is not
almost-Gorenstein. The linear system |OC 〈1, x3〉| is a g13 with canonical degree 3 which computes its gonality. We
also have a g13 with l = 1 on C if and only if r = 2.
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4. Curves of genus 4
We conclude this work by showing that any non basic hyperelliptic curve of genus 4 is, in fact, trigonal.
Theorem 4.1. Every non-Gorenstein curve of genus 4 has gonality at most 3.
Proof. From ([11] Theorem 1.4(ii)) a non-Gorenstein curve C of genus 4 has more than one non-Gorenstein point if
and only if C is rational and Csing consists of two trivial points with singularity degree 2. In the unibranch case C is
basically the curve of Example 3.3 which is of course trigonal, but we can apply a similar argument if one or both
points are double or triple.
So let us suppose C has a unique non-Gorenstein point P . As already noticed, ηP = 1 implies µP = 1, and so the
possibilities for some relevant dimensions are gathered within the following tableau:
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7
dim O˜P/O′P 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
dimO′P/ωP 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
dimωP/OP 1 2 3 2 1 2 1
dimOP/cP 1 1 1 2 2 2 3
Though the cases appear increasingly ordered, we will not follow it in our description. We naturally begin with case
3, where C is a rational curve such that Csing consists of a unique trivial point. From ([11] Theorem 2.1) this property
characterizes curves with a base point g12 and since hyperelliptic curves are Gorenstein (cf. [10] Corollary 3.3) this
property happens to characterize gonality 2 for non-Gorenstein curves. These curves were called basic hyperelliptic
in [11]. Therefore, all of the following cases will concern curves at least trigonal.
Cases 1 and 2 are when P is trivial and C ′ is a Gorenstein curve of genus, respectively, 2 and 1, and hence
hyperelliptic. So let |a′| where a′ = OC ′〈1, x〉 for some x ∈ K (C) = K (C ′) be a base point free g12 on C ′. Let us
also suppose a′ is supported on points of C ′ which do not lie over P . Consider the divisor a := OC 〈1, x〉 of C . Since
mP = cP , it follows thatOP = k⊕cP . But x ∈ O˜P and hence xcP ⊂ cP and x 6∈ cP because the sum of the conductor
orders must be at least 3 for P to be non-Gorenstein and we have aP = k ⊕ kx ⊕ cP implying degP aP = 1 and it
follows that deg a = 3 and C is trigonal.
If C satisfies case 4 or 6 then it is rational and P , besides being the unique singular point of it, also satisfies
dim(OP/cP ) = 2. We may suppose, as always, P lying under points of P1 = k ∪ {∞} which are different
from ∞ and we now set x to be the identity function of P1. Set a := OC 〈1, x〉. It has degree 1 at ∞ and 0
at nonsingular points of C different from ∞. Besides, OP = k ⊕ k f (x) ⊕ cP for some f (x) ∈ k(x). Hence
degP (a) = dim((OP + xOP )/OP ) = dim((OP + xOP )/cP ) − 2 ≤ 4 − 2 = 2 for we clearly have four generators
of aP mod cP . Therefore C is trigonal
For the remainder we will study the semigroup of values of P . Case 5 here corresponds to case 4 of ([11] Theorem
3.1) and we have
S•P =
{{0, 3, 5} if P is unibranch
{(0, 0), (1, 2), (2, 3)} if P is bibranch
and P cannot admit three branches or more. The difference here is that C ′ is elliptic and not arithmetically rational
as it is in the mentioned theorem. So we will compute gonality 3 with another divisor. We pick up on C ′ the same g12
of cases 1 and 2 just assuming vP (x) = 2 if P is unibranch and vP (x) = (1, 1) if P is bibranch. Then it is clear that
degP (a) = 1 and that C has to be trigonal.
In case 7, we have
∑
βi = 7 and 3 ≤ ∑αi = dim O˜P/mPO˜P < dim O˜P/mP = 5 where the first inequality
comes from the fact that P is non-Gorenstein and the other from mP 6= cP . It follows that∑αi = 3 or 4. Besides,
we know from ([4] Lemma 4.1.1), which can be certainly generalized for more than two branches, that the Frobenius
vector γ must belong to the semigroup of a Kunz multibranched ring, which is the case, and, finally, the unique point
of the semigroup with some zero component is 0. With this properties we are led to the following: up to reordering
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the coordinates, we have
S•P =

{0, 4, 5, 7} if P is unibranch
{(0, 0), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 5)} or
{(0, 0), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 2), (3, 4)} if P is bibranch
{(0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 2), (1, 1, 3), (1, 2, 2), (2, 1, 2), (2, 2, 3)} if P is tribranch
and P cannot admit four branches or more. Since C ′ = P1, let x ∈ K (C) = K (C ′) = K (P1) being the identity
rational function in P1 = k ∪ {∞}. Suppose that P lives under points different from ∞. Then one sees that
a := OC 〈1, x〉 has degree 1 at∞, degree 0 elsewhere but P . We claim that a has degree 2 at P . In order to prove the
claim we have to analyze the semigroup cases above.
Let us set AP := vP (aP ) = vP (OP + xOP ). In the first case above we see that
0 < 1 < 4 < 5 < 6 < 7
is a saturated chain in AP linking 0 (the minimum element of AP and SP ) to 7 (the conductor of SP ) which has
exactly 2 elements (1 and 6) in AP \ SP . By ([3] Proposition 2.11(iii)) we have that 2 = dim aP/OP = degP a.
Following the same argument, we have in the second case above that
(0, 0) < (1, 0) < (1, 3) < (2, 3) < (2, 4) < (2, 5)
is saturated in AP with 2 elements ((1, 0) and (2, 4)) outside SP and hence a has degree 2 at P again. For instance,
if P lies under 0 (and another constant of k) then (1, 0) = vP (x) and (2, 4) = vP (x f ) where f ∈ OP is such that
vP ( f ) = (1, 4).
For, respectively, the third and fourth cases above, we see that
(0, 0) < (1, 0) < (2, 2) < (2, 3) < (3, 3) < (3, 4)
and
(0, 0, 0) < (1, 0, 0) < (1, 1, 2) < (1, 2, 2) < (2, 2, 2) < (2, 2, 3)
have the mentioned desired property. We are done. 
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